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Boasting 83 million inhabitants, Europe’s largest economy and

second-lowest unemployment rate, Germany is a promising market

for any fashion brand seeking expansion. Yet, many internationally

successful fashion and retail brands have struggled to gain a

foothold here.

Copenhagen-based Ganni opened three stores in Germany in the

mid 2010s. By 2017, all were closed even though the brand

simultaneously prospered in foreign markets, including the US and

UK. “A lot of Scandi brands have tried Germany, but only a few of

them have really succeeded,” observes Ganni co-founder Nicolaj

Reffstrup.

Ganni is not the first foreign brand to find Germany a challenge.

Gap opened – and closed – its first store in Essen in 1988. After

another market trial in the late ‘90s, the company completely

withdrew from the country in 2004. In 2015, it began selling online

via Zalando, but it has not attempted another store.

In 2013, Forever 21 opened its first German store in Berlin with a

big marketing push, and quickly expanded its store count to seven

across the country. It has since closed all but its Berlin flagship and

is reportedly (paywall) planning to withdraw entirely from

Germany. Zara owner Inditex also has a relatively small presence in

Germany compared to other countries, operating 134 stores versus

161 in Greece, 252 in Poland and 389 in Italy.

What makes the German market so difficult for international

players? It’s not that Germans favour domestic brands. In fact, no

other nation seems to be as disinterested in local brands as the

Germans. Among the 50 most-searched-for fashion brands in

Germany on Lyst, only five are of domestic origin: Adidas Originals
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(4), Adidas (21), MCM (36), Puma (44) and Dorothee Schumacher

(48). Seeing a pattern here? Yes, Germans like it sporty.

“Everything which is sportive and casual is working pretty well in

the German market,” says Dr Ulla Ertelt of German market

research institute HML Modemarketing. This is underlined not

only by the success of sports giants like Adidas and Nike, but also

by international brands with expanded sports, denim and

casualwear ranges, such as Moncler, Stone Island and Tommy

Hilfiger.

The style DNA of the most commercially successful German, non-

sportswear fashion brands – stretching from S.Oliver and Esprit up

to Strenesse and Hugo Boss – is never daring or overly decorated,

but rather clean and wearable.

Practicability is key. “In Germany, women wear the pants. The

pants/skirt sales ratio is 75-80 per cent versus 20-25 per cent –

that is much more than in many other countries,” explains Ertelt.

Sizes differ, too; while French women on average have a 2cm

difference in chest vs. hip girth, German women have a 6-8cm

difference.

Despite having one of the continent’s highest GDPs per capita

(€39,500 in 2017), German annual spending on clothing per person

is well below its less affluent neighbours. Germans will spend an

estimated €719 on clothing per person in 2019, well below Italy

(€834) and the UK (€1,133), according to data compiled by Statista.

The market is extremely price sensitive. According to a study
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conducted by HML Modemarketing, 50 per cent of German women

say they spend only an average of €290 per year on fashion.

“This is the land of discounters,” says Jörg Nowicki, chief news

editor at German fashion trade magazine TextilWirtschaft. For

decades, Germany has been H&M’s largest market. Irish discounter

Primark and supermarket discount chains like Lidl, Aldi and Real

(which include their own clothing lines) have thrived here.

Reaching German’s high-spending shoppers is tricky. Outside of a

few premium boutiques and department stores – such as

Mytheresa, The Corner, Voo Store and Anita Hass – there are

relatively few wholesale options for contemporary and high-end

brands. “The retail situation is maybe a little less nuanced than in
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Denmark,” says Ganni’s Reffstrup.

Brands might want to consider expanding outside cities. According

to HML’s Ertelt, half of German fashion sales are concentrated in

the countryside. That’s a big difference compared to France, where

20 per cent of the population lives in the Paris metropolitan area.

“There are some extremely, well-led premium stores in the

countryside with several thousand square metres of retail space,”

notes Nowicki. Examples include Lochner Top Fashion in

Burghausen, Upper Bavaria and Baudach & Schuster in Spremberg,

a little town in Brandenburg.

Germans are pretty eager online shoppers, with 68 per cent of

consumers buying online – the fourth highest ratio after the UK (77

per cent), Denmark (73 per cent) and the Netherlands (70 per

cent), per Statista.

Germans have high expectations when it comes to e-commerce.

Free shipping and buy-now-pay-later are standard. “Germans have

a long-standing tradition with mail order, so they are very used to

that,” says Ganni’s Reffstrup. Return rates are also high, he notes:

about 45 per cent in Germany and in neighbouring Austria and

Switzerland, compared to 30 per cent elsewhere in Europe.

“To prosper in Germany as a fashion brand I guess you need

consistency, patience and to ensure that you really want to

succeed,” concludes Reffstrup. “But I am hoping that once you have

cracked them, the German customers are more loyal than in other

places.”

To receive the Vogue Business newsletter, sign up here.

Comments, questions or feedback? Email us at
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feedback@voguebusiness.com.

Correction: Ganni’s three German stores shut down by 2017. An

earlier version of this article incorrectly stated that it opened two

stores that were closed by fall 2015. (5 March 2019)
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